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Objectives

• Discuss genetic changes that are beyond basic mutations in our DNA

• Review complex disorders that may be difficult to diagnose

• Investigate new options for exploring our DNA

• Explore new options for diagnosis and treatment of genetic disorders





Beyond… 

• Changes in our DNA that are beyond the “basic”

1. Mosaicism

2. Chimerism

3. Epigenetics

4. Synergistic Heterozygocity



CLOVES as an example

• E.g., CLOVES Syndrome

• CLO- congenital lipomatous overgrowth

• V- vascular malformations

• E- epidermal nevi

• S- scoliosis/skeletal/spinal anomalies

• Mutation in PIK3CA gene which is a growth regulatory gene



But, there is HOPE!



Recent article



Chimerism (Chimera)

• An organism made up of cells from 2 zygotes

• Can be acquired through blood transfusion or organ transplant



Epigenetics

• Dr. Arthur Beaudet defined epigenetics as a change in the ‘the word
processing font of the genetic code.’

• ‘…heritable changes in gene expression that occur without changes in 
the DNA sequence…’

• DNA methylation

• Histone acetylation

Rangel and Lewis, 2006



Synergistic Heterozygocity

• First identified in the literature by Vockley et al., 2000

• Occurs when partial defects in a metabolic pathways work together 
to cause disease

• An individual may have 2 or more heterozygous mutations that alone 
would not cause issues, but together cause disease

• Mitochondrial disorders are an example

• Implications for diabetes and obesity, Vockley, 2008



Getting to the truth…



Examples of “Dump Diagnoses”

• Some may surprise you



A List of a Few “Dump Diagnoses”

• Failure to thrive (FTT)

• PDD-NOS (or as MEP calls it, physician does not diagnose)

• Autism

• Cerebral palsy



A Tool to Assist with the 
Diagnosis of CP

• Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe (SCPE)

• Over 1000 cases reviewed

• A set of flow charts to assist with diagnosis

• Ruling out disorders related to genetic mutations and disorders such 
as Rett syndrome or leukodystrophies where regression is a key 
clinical indicator



Reprinted with permission:
SCPE Collaborative Group, Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe: A collaboration of cerebral palsy 

surveys and registers. 
Dev Med Child Neurol 2000, 42:816-24



The Sneaky Disorders



Mitochondrial Disorders

• Mitochondria are the energy producing parts of our cells

• Highly glucose dependent

• It is estimated that every 30 minutes a child is born who will develop 
a mitochondrial disorder by the age of 10

• Heterogeneous nature

• Maternally inherited or Mendelian genetics

• More that 3 organ systems involved

• Typical disease with atypical presentation



Lysosomal Storage Disorders

• Lysosomes are the vacuums of our cells



Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation

• Body cannot process sugar correctly, affects the relationship of 
protein to sugar

• Hypotonia, developmental delay, FTT, seizures, and multiple system 
involvement

• Autosomal recessive inheritance (in most cases)

• Differential diagnosis: Prader-Willi syndrome, MD, mitochondrial 
disorders, CP (MEP)

• Refer to SCPE Criteria



Case for Review



Take Home Message…

• If it does not walk like a duck, and quack like a duck…

• Multisystem disorders point to more complex diseases

• IS THIS A DUCK?



Let’s look at Ehlers-Danlos syndrome

• First described by Hippocrates in 400 B.C.

• Multiple presentations

• Hallmark is joint hypermobility

• BUT, many other issues…including some forms that manifest with 
postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS), chronic pain, and 
gastrointestinal dysfunction

• Mast cell activation disorders (MCADS)

• https://www.ehlers-danlos.com/eds-types/#chart



EDS Diagnosis and Beyond

• “Difficult” to diagnose

• Multiple genes affecting collagen production

• Marfan/TAAD Panel available





A tool to use and share…



Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)



Our challenge…



Resources



Exploring and sharing your own DNA…

Ancestry.com

MyGene2

23andme

FamilyTreeDNA



Genome Connect





Good reads…



CRISPR-Cas9- Editing our DNA



Looking to the future…



CRISPR-Cas9

• Clustered Regularly Short Pallindromic Repeats

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pp17E4E-O8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pp17E4E-O8


Self-Reflection

http://health.spectator.co.uk/on-genetics-
oliver-james-is-wrong-about-everything/



Questions

http://sandwalk.blogspot.com/2012/07/questi
ons-for-genetics-students.html



Thank you for your attendance and attention!

• References available by request

“Two roads diverged in a wood and I-

I took the one less traveled by.”

- Robert Frost


